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Evoke Systems has been providing software solutions to airlines across the World since 

2001, with many clients using multiple EFOS product suites for over ten years. Our products 

are designed to use structured data to enable effective business intelligence reporting 

and drive leaner operating efficiency. They are also built to ensure accurate validation 

and automation of data entry, to minimise error rates, and thereby maximise audit and 

compliance efficiency. Each solution is designed and tested to be highly intuitive to use, 

minimising initial training time and speeding up the user journey. Most of our clients have 

data feeds between Evoke products and their other operating systems.
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Intelligent forms and records, 
course and candidate 
progress tracking,
qualification/role profile
expiry date monitoring and
grading for AQP, ATQP and EBT.

Most clients integrate with their
rostering system for a holistic 
view of staff data and to 
supply the crew data feed.
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The following diagram provides an overview of the product capability.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A DEMO

http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-training-management/
http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-training-management/
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Features
■	 Flexible form design using template/section/ question/ 
 sub-question structures.

■	 Configurable Trainer, Manager and administrator roles 
 with create, read only, sign off and audit permissions.

■	 Forms can be presented in context specific categories  
 (recurrent, initial) and reused (e.g. line check).

■	 Question specific or shared lookup lists for grading,  
 competencies, performance indicators.

■	 Powerful form profiling allows forms to be reused with  
 common sections to support training cycles and multi  
 use forms (LPC, OPC, LST).

■	 Support for trainer owned forms (standard), group/ 
 classroom forms or public self certification forms.

■	 Rules include grace periods, start/end of month, day-to-
 day, anchor from form date, start of workflow or existing
 expiry date, extension periods (ATQP).

■	 Fleet and rank dependent rules control role upgrades 
 and fleet transfer logic.

■	 Numerous reports for checking status, expiring soon, 
 training planning etc. all with filters and exports.

■	 Role profiles tie specific qualifications to fleet and rank,
 therefore allowing the user to quickly view which
 qualifications are applicable to them.

■	 Form checklist validation summary before final 
 submission.

■	 Extensive automation and validation of data entry for
 dates, mandatory answers and comment fields, grading
 and addition of grading scores, times and sector 
 additions and date validation relative to a current
 expiry date.

■	 Form process workflows allow a sequence of forms to be
 created outside of a structured course syllabus.

■	 Emails and notifications can be sent based on triggered
 events or pending expiries.

■	 Auditing made simple by effective search by form
 template, trainee, status, date, fleet or keyword.

■	 Event timeline tracks all corrections, amends through the 
 form timeline, including user corrections.

■	 Comprehensive course management module to 
 create, monitor and run long courses such as new joiner,
 line training, LIFUS, type rating or conversion courses.

■	 Course Requirements allow both the Trainee and 
 Training administrator to track their progression through 
 a Course. A Progress Key is used to easily identify  
 important actions such as Warning/ Blocked requirements.

■	 Unified Comments allow Trainee, Trainer & administrator 
 to communicate efficiently.

■	 Syllabus items can be deferred and tracked between
 repeated exercises (simulator sessions or LIFUS).

■	 Integrated analysis engine to report on training data
 models using grid and chart based views supporting
 AQP, ATQP and EBT. Exportable reports.

■	 Integrated online Exams module allowing progress
 updates into the course management tracking.

■	 Support for external web services, API or SFTP files and
 scheduled import/export from sources such as AD, HR
 Systems or airline operational systems.

■	 Personalised Native iOS app for iPad platform managed
 via enterprise deployment with common look and user
 experience between web and iPad.

■	 Offline iPad course management and training folders 
 support aircraft/line completion of forms.

■	 In progress forms are synced between web and iPad
 allowing data entry in multiple sessions.

Benefits
■	 Greater flexibility to track training curriculum progress
 and monitor effect through the data analysis tools
 enabling AQP, ATQP and EBT schemes to be
 implemented with significant savings available.

■	 Improved rostering efficiencies and training resource 
 cost management minimising non flying time for crew
 due to training validity being tightly managed on an at
 the time basis (not via historic paper trails).

■	 Strong transparent compliance regime with auditable
 tracking of whole training journey of a candidate
 including any amends or corrections within a system
 tested across the world by multiple geographic aviation
 authorities.

■	 Automation and validation of data entry minimising
 error rates typically from 15-20% error rates to less than 0.5%.

■	 Early warning notifications/emails and sophisticated
 data reporting to maximise training management’s
 transparent view of the trainee portfolio enabling
 preventative correction and also identification of
 distinguishable high performers via the grading
 capability of the system.

■	 Training planning functionality allows training to be more
 smoothly scheduled through typical peaks and troughs
 which can otherwise impact the roster.

■	 Obtaining ATQP accreditation has been achieved by
 our Airlines through the structured tracking and data
 analysis capability of the system. This can save average
 airlines thousands of line checks per year with huge
 savings. 

■	 Airlines who are not ATQP accredited can advance
 implementation of EBT quicker as the EFOS system
 provides the requisite data for competency gradings to
 establish the required EBT data tracking.     

■	 Audit findings and time and resource required to
 support audits are minimised through extensive reporting
 and search functionality and audit history available
 within the EFOS system.

■	 Tools within the system (such as hover over grading
 explanations) allow intuitive flexible introduction of new
 training and also standardisation of trainers conducting
 the training leading to significant savings and higher
 staff morale feedback.

■	 Integration with EFOS exams of other third party exams
 and LMS modules allows an up to the minute window on
 trainee progress and the qualification and role profile
 reports allow clear red amber green visibility of whether
 a trainee can fly.

■	 EFOS data analysis allows for the extraction of valuable
 data to help design more effective training and focus
 training resource to improve training costs and
 performance.

■	 The iPad application allows the training history for longer 
 courses to be available offline.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A DEMO

http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-training-management/
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A sophisticated leave (vacation)
booking system for airline
crew via the transparent and
deterministic application of
the airlines’complex, prioritisation
and validation rules such as
points or rank seniority.

Most clients ask us to
integrate the leave system
with their rostering system
for a holistic view of staff
availability.

efos leave
management
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CLICK HERE TO WATCH A DEMO

Overview of EFOS Leave (Vacation) Bidding Module
EFOS Leave (Vacation) Bidding module is a customisable web-based system used to manage staff 
leave for airlines. It can fully automate the process of allocating staff leave requests throughout the 
organisation.
The ‘Rules Toolkit’ enables leave to be booked via a prioritised process (e.g. seniority or points) 
and/or on a first come, first served basis.
It can be integrated with relevant HR systems to consistently update the user’s personnel 
information accurately such as contract, base, rank and fleet.
The EFOS vacation system allows users to bid, amend and cancel vacation as well as track all 
historic leave and associated points balances. This is presented via a customised interface for the 
airline which allows for their specific business process requirements.
Managers can create either prioritised or first come, first served bid windows which can run for any 
duration targeting specific groups of users.
The system validates all requests via an airline specific set of rules which are built as part of the 
project to directly reflect the business requirements.
These bespoke rules can include such things as total allowance types, cut off dates, school 
holidays, minimum and maximum vacation length, and adjacency. These are just some of the 
examples of the validation rules possible. It can also be integrated with the roster system to check 
and update records.
The EFOS vacation system has numerous exportable reports which can be pulled from the system 
such as who is on leave, prioritisation of leave outputs, win/loss audit reports, unallocated
leave, forced leave and flex reporting.

http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-leave-management/
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The following diagram illustrates the feature capability of the product.

EFOS Leave diagram notes
The user submits, amends, or cancels a vacation 
request via their home page. They can view 
their vacation entitlement, points, priority 
ranking and current bookings and the vacation 
availability calendar.

A data feed from the HR system can integrate
with EFOS to provide accurate and current 
users’ personnel information such as contract, 
base, rank and fleet.

System administrators can create bid window
types (prioritised or first come, first served) and 
determine the time frames (start/end dates and 
duration.

During a prioritised bid window, ranking will
occur based on seniority and/or points based 
ranking.

During a free bid window, allocation will occur
only on a first come, first served basis.

The system validates all prioritised requests via
an online specific set of rules and is then held 
in a priority ordered pending status. The final 
prioritised list of bids (see 6) is then continually re-
validated prior to a final slot check (see 7).

The system validates all free bid requests via 
an airline specific set of rules prior to a final slot 
check (see 7).

As used in step 5.

As used in steps 5 and 5a.

Users can now see the allocated or rejected
request (along with the reason) on their home 
page (see 1).

Benefits
■	Our software has evolved through working with 
 our wide customer base to be highly intuitive and 
 functional. This is reinforced by our unique 
 embedded intelligence and controlled logic within 
 our validation rules which minimise error rates and 
 also reinforce the fair and deterministic nature of the 
 leave request process.
■	Accurate and efficient leave records reduce 
 administrative duties and the associated staff 
 costs enabling redeployment into other areas of the 
 business.
■	Modest size airlines can make significant financial 
 savings, not just from administrative cost savings but 
 also through improved capacity due to more 
 readily available, on-time, clear information.
■	Allows valuable extraction of data to help spot 
 trends and design more effective resourcing and 
 leave (vacation) planning to improve operational 
 efficiency.
■	Offers unprecedented transparency to users, 
 administrators, and unions/regulators.
■	 Pilots, cabin crew, ground and maintenance staff 
 can quickly and easily access and review their 
 leave (vacation) status and entitlement at any time 
 leading to improved staff morale.
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CLICK HERE TO WATCH A DEMO

This diagram shows how the system can be customised to suit the needs of any airline.

http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-leave-management/
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EFOS flight management
captures flight journey log
information, flight folders,
alert event and safety
reporting and enables
commercial analysis of the
associated data to deliver a
lean airline operating
environment.

All of our airlines have
integrations running with
their other operating systems
to maximise data efficiency.

efos flight
management

Features
■	Manage journey log and operational data  
 including block times, delays, passenger  
 numbers and payload, fuel uplift and burns,  
 crew roles and duty times.

■	Data collection via web-based interface or EFB.

■	Customisable validation rules and gross error 
 checking.

■	 Integration with third party software such as 
 crewing, rostering, flight planning and quoting 
 systems.

■	Audit reports to locate exceptions, missing and 
 duplicate data, and activity by resource.

■	Analysis reports, pivot tables, charts and 
 summary statistics including metrics such as  
 additional fuel loaded, delay times, block 
 times, load factor and revenue-tonne-kilometre.

■	Drill-down features to inspect data by city pair, 
 aircraft, sector type or time period.

■	Management dashboards to provide graphical  
 summaries of activities and trends.

■	 Emissions and tonne-kilometre reporting to 
 support EU Emissions Trading Scheme.

Benefits
■	Real-time analysis and reporting ensures users 
 always see the current situation.

■	 Efficient centralised data management 
 reduces data duplication and inconsistencies.

■	Validation and exception reports help eliminate 
 errors, missing and incomplete data.

■	Analysis of fuel usage, emissions data, 
 on-time performance, delays and block times 
 can contribute to considerable operational 
 and commercial savings.

■	 Easy to understand charts for a quick snapshot 
 of the data or detailed pivot tables with drill 
 down facility ensures different levels of analysis 
 is supported.

■	Data is tightly integrated with other EFOS modules,  
 journey logs can easily link to associated operation  
 reports, safety forms, duty periods and operational  
 logs.

■	 Journey log data, operational reports and duty 
 times are all available to crew members 
 forming part of their personal log book and 
 records.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A DEMO

http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-flight-management/
http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-flight-management/
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Crew Details
■	 Auto-populates a list of 
 rostered crew for sectors 
 obtained from the integration 
 with the airline rostering 
 system

■	 Allows details to be manually 
 edited and records duty  
 extension details

■	 Standby times are captured

De-icing Costs
■	 Multiple De-icing records can 
 be recorded for:
 Quantity
 Type and fluid mix
 Receipt details

Fuel & Pay Load
■	 Block fuel, uplift planned and  
 actual fuel inputs

■	 Fuel uplift supplier and receipt

■	 Reasons  and multiple 
 breakdown for excess fuel 
 uplifted

■	 Burn differences (plan/ 
 actual) calculated

■	 Passengers and cargo  
 weights

■	 ZFW and MAC ZFW inputs

■	 EU-ETS reporting

Delay Factors
■	 Departure and arrival delays 
 are recorded

■	 Reason for delay and period 
 of delay are captured

■	 Multiple reasons can be 
 recorded

Ground Handling
■	 Service and costs recorded 
 for the following: 
 ASU
 GPU
 Ground Power
 Cleaning
 Aircraft Access
 Manual input of extra services

Alert/Event Reporting
■	 Allows multiple in phase of 
 flight events/incidents to be 
 reported to stakeholders via 
 homepage and email

■	 Enables the tracking of  
 mandatory required  
 resolution by the reporting or  
 simply copying in

■	 Queries if ASR/MOR report 
 required

■	 Allows files and photos to be 
 added to report

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A DEMO

Some of our airline clients

http://evoke-systems.affinityagency.co.uk/product/efos-flight-management/
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Tel: +44 (0) 03456 521240
www.evoke-systems.aero
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EFOS is approved for Airline use within the following jurisdictions




